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Abstract: The combination of supramolecular chemistry and
soft colloids as microgels represents an ambitious way to
develop multi-versatile colloidal assemblies. Hereafter, terpyr-
idine-functionalized poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNiPAM)
microgel building blocks are shown to undergo an assemble–
freeze–disassemble process. The microgel assemblies, which
are controlled by monitoring the attractive and repulsive
potentials between the soft colloidal particles, are then frozen
by forming inter-particle metal–terpyridine bis-complexes
upon addition of the metallic cation (such as FeII, CoII). By
oxidation of the metal–terpyridine bis-complex links, the
aggregates open up, which is due to the complex dissociation
releasing the connected particles in the form of single micro-
gels. We extended our work to the development of 1D filaments
and 2D membranes materials made of soft particles connected
via supramolecular chemistry.

Introduction

Assembly of colloidal particles is a paramount challenge.
Understanding the collective behavior of colloidal particles
paves the way to unravelling the crystal nucleation and
growth mechanisms by assimilating one particle to a big atom,
or to the elaboration of so-called colloidal molecules or
supracolloids.[1] To this end, the fine-tuning of particle
assembly first requires precise control over the potentials
acting on it. Besides, the particle assembly can be directed by
designing geometrically and/or chemically anisotropic build-
ing blocks leading to so-called patchy particles.[2] Recently,
research has been oriented towards assembly of deformable
and versatile colloids named microgels, which are extensively
studied as soft colloidal particles made of a solvent swollen

network of crosslinked polymer chains.[3] Their chemical
nature, which can be adapted on-demand to introduce specific
functionalities, and their soft hairy structure, allowing them to
come into contact without irreversible aggregation, make
microgels outstanding candidates to form colloidal assem-
blies.[4] The versatility of building block microgel particles can
be enhanced by coupling it with supramolecular chemistry,
paving the way to the design of selective or reversible
colloidal assemblies. For instance, host–guest supramolecular
chemistry has been widely used to selectively assemble
microgels functionalized by b-cyclodextrins as host with
microgels bearing either adamantane, azobenzene or ferro-
cene moieties as guests.[5] Another type of supramolecular
interactions, which appears to be well-suited to perform
supramolecular assemblies of microgels, is metal–ligand
coordination chemistry.[6] This chemistry has been widely
used and studied in the field of polymer chemistry to design
metallo-supramolecular polymers with well-defined architec-
tures.[7] However, metal–ligand chemistry remains scarcely
used in the field of colloidal assembly.[8] For instance, Gerth
et al. connected silica particles by the intermediate of
terpyridine-functionalized PEO chains adsorbed onto their
surface. They showed that the gelation of these suspensions
can be triggered by adding cobalt(II) cations.[8b] Recently, Lee
et al. investigated the rheological properties of macrogels
resulting from the gelation of thermoresponsive microgels
functionalized with terpyridine moieties through the addition
of different metal ions.[8c] To the best of our knowledge, the
elaboration of reversible microgel assemblies using metallo-
supramolecular chemistry has not yet been reported.

Hereafter, we describe a straightforward assemble–
freeze–disassemble route to design bulk assemblies of ther-
moresponsive microgels in aqueous dispersions (Scheme 1).
Our strategy is first based on the synthesis of well-defined
terpyridine-functionalized thermoresponsive microgels used
as building blocks. Then, the control over the assembly of
PNiPAM microgels involves two essential prerequisites:
1) the terpyridine ligands (Tpy) need to be accessible when
adding the metal cation to establish metallo-supramolecular
connections between microgels; 2) the probability of contact
between microgels needs to be sufficiently high to develop
short-range inter-particle supramolecular links as the metal
cation is introduced in the aqueous dispersion. Microgels can
be considered, at least at first glance, as classical hard colloids,
meaning that their proximity in solution is controlled by
a balance between attractive and repulsive potentials and by
the concentration of the dispersion. Consequently, the
average distance between microgels can certainly be adjusted
by varying the volume fraction (f) and by modulating both
the repulsive interactions by adding salt and the short-range
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attractive depletion potential originating by adding depletant
molecules in solution. Then, the [MIITpy2]

2+ complexes
formed upon addition of the metal cation (FeII or CoII) act
as supramolecular links between microgels to freeze the
formed assemblies. We also take advantage of the supra-
molecular nature of the [MIITpy2]

2+ links to use oxidation as
an original stimulus to break up the [MIITpy2]

2+ complexes
and disassemble the connected microgels into individual
microgel building blocks (Scheme 1). This work reports on
a promising way to generate new stimuli-responsive micro-
scale and macroscale materials using microgels as function-
alized building blocks. Although our work mainly focuses on
the 3D assemblies, we show that our assemble–freeze–
disassemble concept can readily be applied to develop 1D
and 2D materials using microgel building blocks.

Results and Discussion

Microgel Building Blocks

Terpyridine-functionalized and thermoresponsive micro-
gels (MG-Tpy) were synthesized in a one-step synthesis in
water by surfactant-free dispersion copolymerization of N-
isopropylacrylamide (NiPAM) as main monomer and poly-
(ethylene glycol) monomethacrylate end-modified by a ter-
pyridine group (PEGMA-Tpy) as comonomer (0.25 mol % vs.
NiPAM) in presence of a chemical crosslinker, N,N’-methyl-
enebisacrylamide (MBA, 2 mol% vs. NiPAM; Scheme 2).
Labeled microgels with fluorescein (MG-TpyF) or rhodami-
ne B (MG-TpyR) monomers have also been synthesized for
visualization by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM;
Supporting Information, Table S1). Before using MG-Tpy
microgels as building blocks for colloidal assemblies, the

chemical composition, thermal behavior, colloidal stability,
and morphology of the microgels were investigated using
dynamic light scattering (DLS), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), UV/Vis spec-
troscopy, and zetametry. Our results show that microgels with
terpyridine groups have been obtained in a one-step synthesis.
Their behavior in water is similar to that of the pure NiPAM
microgels (Figure 1a,b). Owing to the possible protonation of
terpyridine groups in acidic conditions, MG-Tpy microgels

Scheme 1. General assemble–freeze–disassemble strategy for the de-
sign of reversible microgel assemblies by metallo-supramolecular
chemistry using MG-Tpy microgels as building blocks. Starting from
well-dispersed microgels, the assemblies are dictated by adjusting
both the volume fraction and the interaction potentials between them.
Then, the formation of metallo-supramolecular complexes, [MIITpy2]

2+,
enables the freezing of the assembled microgels. Finally, the disassem-
bly of the formed microgel assemblies can be triggered by the
oxidation of the metal cation trapped in the bis-terpyridine complex
leading to individual microgels.

Scheme 2. One-step synthesis of terpyridine-modified thermorespon-
sive microgels, MG-Tpy. Microgels are used as building blocks for
complex assemblies induced by metallo-supramolecular chemistry. The
synthesis of the PEGMA-Tpy macromonomer is described in the
Supporting Information, Figures S1, S2.

Figure 1. Characterization of terpyridine-modified thermoresponsive
NiPAM microgels MG-Tpy. a) Hydrodynamic radius as a function of
temperature at pH 6 and pH 3. b) Electrophoretic mobility as a function
of temperature at pH 6 and pH 3. c) Absorbance of synthesized MG-
Tpy microgels (DMSO). d) SEM image of MG-Tpy microgels (scale
bar: 5 mm). e) Temperature dependence of 1H NMR spectra of MG-Tpy
in D2O at pH 6. f) Temperature dependence of the fraction of mobile
NiPAM and PEGMA-Tpy units, fNiPAM and fEG, as determined at pH 6.
The fractions were calculated using the area of the NMR peak assigned
to either the isopropyl CH protons of the NiPAM units or the
CH2CH2O protons of the PEGMA-Tpy units normalized by the area
value measured at T = 1 88C.
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were characterized both at pH 3 and pH 6.[9] Irrespective of
pH, the MG-Tpy microgels exhibit a decrease of the hydro-
dynamic radius throughout the polymer phase transition with
a volume phase transition temperature (VPTT) around 33 88C
whereas the value of the electrophoretic mobility increases
owing to the presence of cationic initiator. Such features are
characteristics of thermoresponsive pure NiPAM microgels
(Figure 1a,b; Supporting Information, Figure S3). The pres-
ence of terpyridine groups in the microgel network and its
quantification were established by UV/Vis spectroscopy, with
absorption bands at 280 and 323 nm being characteristic of
the terpyridine groups (Figure 1c), and 1H NMR spectrosco-
py (Supporting Information, Figure S4 and Table S2). Both
methods are in excellent agreement as they give a similar
amount of terpyridine groups incorporated in the microgel
network evaluated at 2.6.10@5 mol per gram of microgel. From
SEM observations, microgels exhibit a spherical shape with
a low polydispersity index (PDI < 0.1; Figure 1d). The
localization of the terpyridine groups into the microgel
network is an important question, as microgel connection
requires their accessibility. To probe the distribution of the
Tpy functions, 1H NMR spectra of MG-Tpy microgels in D2O
were recorded at different equilibrium temperature between
1 and 57 88C (Figure 1 e). The peaks related either to the
isopropyl CH of the NiPAM units at 3.9 ppm or to the
backbone CH/CH2 protons between 1.4 and 2.4 ppm broaden
and correspondingly, their intensity significantly decreases
with temperature. This is attributed to a decrease in the

mobility of the copolymer chain segments with the microgel
deswelling above VPTT. However, the protons of the
terpyridine-functionalized PEG side chains at 3.5 ppm still
yield an observable 1H NMR peak indicating that some of the
PEG repeat units (EG) are mobile at temperature higher than
VPTT despite the collapse of the microgel. The temperature
dependence of the fractions of mobile NiPAM (fNiPAM) and
EG (fEG) units determined at pH 6 (Figure 1 f) indicates that
70% of the incorporated PEGMA-Tpy groups remain mobile
at 45 88C whereas fNiPAM is close to zero above 38 88C. The
protonation of terpyridine groups at pH 3 does not affect the
fraction of PEGMA-Tpy mobile units above the VPTT
(Supporting Information, Figure S5). As a consequence, we
can conclude that the major part of the Tpy ligands are
located at the periphery of the microgels and available for
further supramolecular interactions.

Supramolecular-Driven Microgel Assembly

Using microgels in contact with each other is certainly one
of the most straightforward ways to establish that metal–
ligand complex formation can indeed connect MG-Tpy
microgels. Consequently, we put into contact compacted dry
powder of microgels (around 50 mg) with 100 mL of 10@3m
FeCl2·4 H2O, CoCl2 or CaCl2 respectively (Figure 2a). The
system is maintained at rest for 2 h at 25 88C, a time long
enough to allow the diffusion of cations inside the microgels

Figure 2. Assembly of MG-Tpy microgels induced by metallo-supramolecular chemistry at 25 88C. a) Formation of macrogel of microgels connected
by supramolecular links, [FeIITpy2]

2+ and [CoIITpy2]
2+. No macro-structure was observed in the case of a non-chelated cation (Ca2+). b),c) Evolution

of the average hydrodynamic radius, Rh, of the MG-Tpy microgel aggregates as a function of the microgel volume fraction: b) Effect of the nature
of the added cations and c) effect of the ionic strength. Labels denote the values of the polydispersity indexes, PDI, determined by cumulant
analysis. Green dashed lines correspond to the average hydrodynamic radius of bare MG-Tpy microgels. d) Effect of depletant molecules (Dextran)
on microgel assembly at f =0.014 with 3 wt% of dextran in pure water at 25 88C and evolution of the average hydrodynamic radius upon dilution
without or with previous addition of iron(II). e) Combined effect of depletant molecules (dextran) and ionic strength on the supramolecular
assembly of MG-Tpy microgels (f= 0.014) at 25 88C. f) CLSM pictures of bare (MG-TpyR+ MG-TpyF microgels) (left) and supramolecular-
assembled MG-TpyR and MG-TpyF microgels with iron(II) at f =0.14 in H2O, 10@3 m NaCl (up right) and at f =0.014, H2O, 10@3 m NaCl, 1.5 wt%
dextran (down right). Scale bar: 10 mm.
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powder. Then, 4 mL of water are added. The cations FeII and
CoII are chosen because both are readily and spontaneously
chelated by terpyridine ligands to form highly stable thermo-
dynamic bis-terpyridine complexes in water (association
constant b2 > 1016).[6, 10] After adding cations solution (FeII

and CoII), the respective pink and beige colors characteristic
of the formed complexes were observed (Figure 2a). The
structure of macrogels is maintained over time without
significant release of microgels, in contrast to the control
experiment performed with Ca2+ at the same concentration
where microgels spontaneously disperse in water. Remark-
ably, these supramolecular macrogels exhibit a temperature-
induced deswelling above the VPTT of the microgels, that is,
33 88C (Supporting Information, Figure S6). This swelling/
deswelling behavior is fully reversible and comparable to the
one of dispersed microgels. From this result, we conclude that
a supramolecular assembly of MG-Tpy microgels can be
formed by introducing FeII or CoII, leading to a macrogel of
microgels.

Considering the concept of colloidal molecule evocated in
the introduction, a finer control over size of the MG-Tpy
microgel assemblies is necessary. Figure 2b–f illustrates the
influence of the key physico-chemical parameters, such as the
microgel volume fraction (f), the ionic strength, and the
effect of depletant molecules, necessary to induce the
assembly of the microgels prior to the freezing of the
structure using supramolecular links as depicted in Scheme 2.
By centrifuging microgel dispersions at a given mass fraction
we were able to prepare a large range of volume fraction of
MG-Tpy microgel dispersions from near close-packing (f =

0.56) to highly diluted (f = 0.014). Similarly to the experi-
ments conducted on the dry powder, we added at T= 25 88C
either FeII or CoII as complexing cations of Tpy units. A
control sample was also prepared by adding Ca2+ at the same
ionic strength. To further ascertain the formation of supra-
molecular assemblies, samples were diluted to f = 0.014 and
left under mild stirring overnight at 25 88C. Then, dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements and confocal microscopy
observations were performed to probe the aggregation state
of the microgels. The effect of the nature of the metal cation
on the supramolecular connections of microgels with FeII and
CoII in water as a function of the volume fraction is
summarized in Figure 2b. The connection was probed in pure
water (pH 6) at 25 88C for volume fractions, f, ranging from
0.21 to 0.56. Irrespective of f, all microgel dispersions with
added Ca2+ do not contain microgel aggregates, exhibit
a homogeneous aspect and can flow under their own weight
even at f = 0.56 (Supporting Information, Figure S7). In
contrast, at an identical volume fraction the samples in which
FeII or CoII were added exhibit a gel-like behavior. Moreover,
as in the case of macrogels, the addition of FeII or CoII cations
induced the appearance of either the pink ([FeIITpy2]

2+) or
beige ([CoIITpy2]

2+) color associated to the presence of the
characteristic absorption bands observed by UV/Vis spec-
troscopy performed immediately after dilution (Supporting
Information, Figure S8).[6, 7] These macroscopic observations
are first hints supporting the formation of supramolecular-
controlled assemblies of microgels. Figure 2b shows the size
of the formed assemblies given in terms of equivalent

hydrodynamic spheres (cumulant analysis) for each system
one night after dilution (f = 0.014). In the case of Ca2+ (not
chelated by Tpy units) the average hydrodynamic radius is
similar to that of the bare MG-Tpy microgel whatever the
volume fraction. In the case of iron(II), we clearly identify the
formation of aggregates of MG-Tpy microgels characterized
by an increase of the average hydrodynamic radius concom-
itant to an increase of the polydispersity index (PDI) for
volume fractions f+ 0.35. We can thus confirm that the
microgel assemblies are metallo-supramolecularly frozen by
the formation of [FeIITpy2]

2+ complexes. However, in the case
of CoII, the values of the measured average hydrodynamic
radius are similar to the ones obtained for individual micro-
gels in the range of investigated volume fraction. This result
seems to be inconsistent with the macroscopic observations
performed just after dilution of the samples. Actually, the
disassembly of microgels observed in the case of CoII may
result from the dynamics of the formed complexes. Indeed,
even though both FeII and CoII exhibit a very strong affinity
with terpyridine units (b2 > 1016), they highly differ by their
kinetics of dissociation of the bis-complexes. The cobalt-based
complex, [CoIITpy2]

2+, displays a more pronounced lability
compared to the iron-based one, [FeIITpy2]

2+ (k@2,CoII =

4.10@2 min@1 and k@2,FeII = 10@5 min@1).[10, 11] This means that
the characteristic dissociation frequency of the cobalt(II) bis-
complexes is higher than that of the iron(II) based ones. Thus,
after dilution of the samples to f = 0.014, dissociation events
between connected microgels lead to the redispersion of
microgels. These results do not necessarily imply that iron(II)
induces more connections between microgels than cobalt(II);
it rather means that iron(II) based complexes are much more
stable over time. Finally, kinetically frozen MG-Tpy microgel
assemblies induced by [FeIITpy2]

2+ supramolecular complexes
can instantly form in pure water at 25 88C when the microgel
volume fraction is higher than f = 0.35 (see kinetics experi-
ments in the Supporting Information, Figure S9). In what
follows, the physico-chemical parameters controlling MG-
Tpy microgel assemblies are only investigated in the presence
of FeII cations.

The decrease of the electrostatic repulsions between
microgels allows increasing the probability of contact at
a given volume fraction. Figure 2c shows the evolution of the
average hydrodynamic radius of the formed assemblies
supramolecularly linked with iron(II) at 25 88C for a volume
fraction between f = 0.07 and f = 0.56 in pure water and in
10@3m NaCl. It is worth noting that the ionic strength does not
affect the colloidal stability of the dispersed MG-Tpy micro-
gels. Once again, an increase of both the average hydro-
dynamic radius and PDI of the microgel aggregates was
observed after addition of FeII in the solution. However, this
increase occurs from a volume fraction of f = 0.14 lower than
that observed in pure water (f> 0.35). The CLSM images
presented in Figure 2 f (upper right) confirms the formation
of assemblies of MG-TpyR and MG-TpyF microgels at f =

0.14 in 10@3m NaCl solution. It is thus possible to decrease
very significantly the extent of electrostatic repulsions by
addition of salt, hence increasing the probability of contact
between microgels at lower volume fractions than in pure
water even if the charge density of microgels is quite low in
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these conditions (Figure 1b). Then, the decrease of electro-
static repulsions enables the formation of metallo-supra-
molecular frozen assemblies of MG-Tpy microgels in water at
25 88C above a critical volume fraction f = 0.14. Below this
value, the presence of salt is not sufficient to make microgels
come close enough to build aggregates as iron(II) is added.

To aggregate microgels at a lower volume fraction (f =

0.014) before adding iron(II), an attractive depletion poten-
tial between them was introduced by adding dextran chains
(Mw = 100.000 g mol@1) in a MG-Tpy dispersion.[12] Addition
of dextran chains at 3 wt% to a MG-Tpy dispersion in pure
water at 25 88C successfully enables to form aggregate micro-
gels (Figure 2d left). However, they disassemble upon
dilution in water to form again a microgel solution. The
addition of iron(II) to a dispersion of depletion-driven
microgel aggregates enables to freeze the aggregates by
metallo-supramolecular links and maintain the structure
upon dilution (Figure 2d right and Figure 2 f down right).
Lastly, we show that a combination of depletion and partial
screening of repulsive electrostatic repulsions followed by
subsequent addition of iron(II) enables to perform metallo-
supramolecular assemblies of MG-Tpy at both low volume
fraction f = 0.014 and low concentration of depletant dextran
molecules (0.5 wt%; Figure 2e). Therefore, depletion-in-
duced attraction between microgels appears as an efficient
pathway to favor contact between them at low volume
fraction.

Responsive Disassembly of Microgels

We took advantage of the supramolecular nature of the
links to open the metal–ligand complexes in response to an
external stimulus with the aim of dissociating the microgel
assemblies. Competitor molecules or pH are among the
stimuli commonly used to cleave the terpyridine-based
supramolecular complexes incorporated in macromolecular
systems.[13] Here, we studied the possibility to oxidize iron(II)
embedded between terpyridine units into iron(III) using
potassium persulfate (KPS) as an original route to dissociate
the metal–terpyridine complex and consequently to break
microgel assemblies (Scheme 2). Indeed, it is reported that
iron(III)/ bis-terpyridine complexes are not kinetically stable
and exhibit a very high lability so that microgel aggregates
disassembly can be expected.[14] Oxidation of FeII by KPS is
possible because the standard redox potential of the
[FeIIITpy2]

3+/[FeIITpy2]
2+ couple (1.02 V vs. standard hydro-

gen electrode (SHE); Supporting Information, Figure S10) is
lower than that of the S2O8

2@/SO4
2@ couple (2.08 V vs. SHE).

Figure 3 presents UV/Vis and DLS experiments performed
on microgels aggregates samples prior and after addition of
KPS. The absorption band at 567 nm characteristic of the
[FeIITpy2]

2+ complex at the molecular scale disappears after
adding the oxidant molecules (Figure 3a). Accordingly, at the
microgel scale, DLS measurements show that the microgel
aggregates break into individual microgels (Figure 3b) after
3 h (Supporting Information, Figure S11). Finally, we dem-
onstrated the reversibility of the assembly–disassembly pro-
cess by successively adding iron(II) to freeze the microgel

assemblies and KPS to cleave the metal–terpyridine complex
and release microgels in solution. The reversibility was shown
by confocal images (Figure 3c) and supported by dynamic
light scattering experiments performed at each stage (Sup-
porting Information, Figure S12).

Toward New Supramolecular Materials

The systematic study of the microgel assemblies paves the
way to the development of novel 1D, 2D, or 3D supramolec-
ular organic materials in which microgels are the building
blocks. On the one hand, a concentrated dispersion of MG-
Tpy microgels (f = 0.5) can be extruded in an iron(II)
aqueous solution to form a filament (Figure 4a; Supporting
Information, Movie S1). After extrusion, the microgels fila-
ment was instantaneously frozen by the formation of
[FeIITpy2]

2+ supramolecular links between close-packed mi-
crogels as outlined by the appearance of the pink color. The
macrostructure resists to mechanical shear induced by a stir-
ring bar. On the contrary, an extrusion realized with an
identical MG-Tpy microgels dispersion in pure water led to
the complete dispersion of the microgels (Supporting Infor-
mation, Movie S2). As presented before with micro-assem-
blies of microgels, the disassembly of this macro-structure
may be triggered by addition of KPS (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S13). By taking advantage of the spontaneous
adsorption of NiPAM-based MG-Tpy at air–water interface,
air bubbles stabilized by the microgels are formed (Fig-

Figure 3. Responsive disassembly of microgels aggregates (f = 0.14 in
H2O, 10@3 m NaCl). a) UV/Visible spectra of assembled and disassem-
bled microgel dispersion. b) Intensity size distribution of bare MG-Tpy
microgel dispersions, assembled MG-Tpy microgel dispersions with
FeII and disassembled MG-Tpy microgel dispersions upon addition of
KPS. c) Reversibility of the assembly–disassembly process shown by
confocal microscopy of over two cycles. Scale bar: 5 mm.
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ure 4b).[15] The crosslinking of the thin film occurs by
depositing the bubble on an iron(II) aqueous solution (Fig-
ure 4b, left).

Indeed, iron(II) ions can diffuse through the film inducing
metallo-supramolecular links between microgels in close
contact at the interface. A mechanical stress of the cross-
linked microgel thin film clearly demonstrates the formation
of a microgel skin (Figure 4b, right; Supporting Information,
Movie S3) contrary to a classical bubble stabilized by MG-
Tpy microgels in absence of iron(II) (Supporting information,
Movie S4).

Conclusion

By combining colloidal assembly and supramolecular
chemistry, we have demonstrated a strategy to design
reversible metallo-supramolecular assemblies of thermores-
ponsive microgels in water. To this end, a fine-tuning of the
building block microgels is achieved by introducing accessible
terpyridine-based supramolecular ligands into the microgel
network. Next, we showed the possibility to prepare frozen
macro-assemblies such as macrogels or aggregates of micro-
gels maintained by the formation of metallo-supramolecular
links involving the metal coordination complex. The physico-
chemical parameters (microgel volume fraction, ionic
strength, metal cations, and depletant molecules) have been
screened to define rules for supramolecular assembly of
microgels. Lastly, we emphasize on the possibility to induce
a responsive disassembly of the connected microgels by
oxidation of the metallo-supramolecular links, [FeIITpy2]

2+,
between connected microgels. As a proof-of-concept, the

elaboration of new supramolecular materials resulting from
microgels as building blocks has been explored, leading to the
formation of injectable macrogels or supramolecular cross-
linked membranes. This assemble–freeze–disassemble strat-
egy can serve as a starting point for future research owing to
the versatility of both the microgels and the metallo-
supramolecular chemistry.
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